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Three Rural Education Conferences sponsored during
1977 bthe National Institute of Education proposed to find ways to'

. strengthen the capacity of people at the local level to identify aid
`solve their own education problems. The.fi'rst conference ,focused
the nature of rural communities and the political, social/ economic,
and geographic variables which'impact upon schools'. participants
agreed that identification of problems and efforts to solve them
spfuld be initiated by those involved in and.affected by the local
education-program, not by outside experts. The second conference
explored the participants' experiences with a variety of programs
designed to improve educhtion in rural settings. CapaCiity building
strategies derived from' experiences related. in the conference
included: collgofttive,problem solving; Community organization;
regional info tion exchange and referral service; inter-agency
coordination; associations of.users; qptWorking( and leadership
de4e14thent,!'School adthin- istrators and education decision makers
added perspectiveil on rural school improvement in the third

,

confeyence, identified critical elements that should be part of any
strategy (communitr?inVaGmenZ, leadesshirs development, and
networking), and asserted, that because turalgsettings are so varied,
it may be moredifficult to generalize across rural settingsthan
across urban imes..Iatts of participants in each fonference are
icluded. (NEC) :
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MEMORANDUM
1

CEPARTMENTOF, HEALTH; EDUCATION, ANDVELFARE
NATIONAL INSTIfUTE OF EDUCATION

;. Participants' of Conferences on Rural DATE: May 1977

Education, NIE, School Capacity for Problem. Solving

FROM ;
Caroline SMith
Charles Thompsonlit .

SUBJECT: Follow-up of Conferences

1/4

First of all, we want to thank you again fol-. your participation in the.,

series of small conferences on rural education -, Your ideas and comments
have been very valuable to us and we hops, the meetings were Interesting

and useful to you as well. .
,

y

.

Enclosed are copies of the summaries of the three. conferences. Briefly
I

outlined, the purpose of tnefirstconference Was .to generate discussidn

on the nature of different rural settings and the relationship of schools

and the communities they serve. The summary reflects that discOssion

among the pairtiCipants. The second conference explore& some Of the. . .

- experiences of people. who-have been involved in a range of rural education

. improvement efforts. Rather Than listing or describing each program.
...

represented we chose to write an analy.Sis of the different approaches to

school improvementthaty4e discussed. Therefore,the "summary" ofthe

isecond conference s,more of an analysis of chAnge efforts as they were

discussed, than a summation of the participants' comments; These analyses

proved, very useful to us in the development of the Request for Proposals
and they are reflected in one of the attachments to the RFP. School

administrators and .education decision makers added their perspective-

on rural schoolimprovepent in the third conference.' Their-comments on

thei? orfh experiences evfell as on the analysis of improvement strategies

)1 .

.

'from the second confe ence are summarized in the third report.
. .

The :conferences 'providedus with much useful information and many good-

ideas. However
,
they did not yield a consensus for future SCPS project

initiatives toy suppOrt the improvement of rural schools'' capacity for'

local, problem solving. This lack of consensus isi)rimarily reflecti\ce,

Of the great diversity orrural communities and schools. Rather than

trying out a new approach at this time in a few places 4e.g., the Rural:

Education Exaange as discussed at the conferences) we have chosen to

ol-ici,t proposals for an initial study which *would provide an indePth

examination of current and past efforts to .improve rural/ schools to
build a .more informed basis for future improvement or capacity building

ivit The Request for Proposals, Wichfoutlines the/nature and purpose
of the stu y in much greater depth than we `could herp has been sent to you'

as of today under sepk.ate cover.
, 7 ,

Again, thank.you -for sharing your experiences and observations. They

provided a major contribution to the substance, and goals of the RFP.
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'SUMMARY OF RURAL EDUCATION CONFERENCE .111-

INTRODUCTION

.

k

-

The purpose of the Group on School Capacity for Problem Solving.

is to find ways to strengthem the capacity of people at the 16Cal

level to identify and solve their own education problems. One current

planning focus is on approaches tobuild)ng suth capacity in rural

,areas.

'Beciuseye are relative newcomers to rural education, we felt

it was essential to learn from people from all across the'countrY
2

with a variety of .experiences in and perspectives on rural schools and

communities..

.Therefore, bin a series of four confer ences we are exploring
64

4
potantiq., strategies for rural school improvement.by talking with

(1) ".studentsPeof rural life who can convey a picture of the nature

a

of rural communikies (2) people whose, experience in education change

efforts can tellus what has been triede'what has be learned, and_what

r .

we might usefully do; (3) education pridtitioners,again whose,daily'

MP
eiperiences we can test some potential Strategies; and fina (4)

people from all these categories who can help transform the tho hts and

0 experiences shared in the first three meetings into a set of strategies',

which,might be "tested" in a few settings.

,o
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In-the spring we -pla1 i to solicit propoorals to try out one or

more of the strategies. The details of'this procurement are yet to

be defined, pending the outcome of the ',tanning process.

On Janilary 7, 1977' the first conference was held.. The participants

focussed on the nature of rural communities- -the political, social,

economic, and geographic variables which impatt upon schools. What

follows is a summary of.thatdiscussion.

. 'Localism

The point on which there was strongest and moat general agreement

was the primacy,of localism: thatPthe identification of problems and

any change effort to solve them should be initiated by those invoived

in'and affected by the local eduChtion program, not by "outside eIperts".

'("Outside experts" included not only state and Federal officials, but

academics, as well.).

oe

Undemocratic Decision Making

I
.<1.

ot er view, that was common, although e* pressed more 'strongly

by some than others, was that educational dectsio makinglinrurai areas

` is far from an open, dertocratic (process. Several sons were giVenC
,

1. Education in rural areas fiRifEin

(i.e., employs'the most people, and represents the largest,

. .

block of public money).' Therefore; the decisions about 'schools --. .

. ,

iL . .

In those situations. ofteO

:

come from those 'with the strongest.
,.....

,
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political muscle, rather than those with genuine interest

and concern about children's education.

2. /Even though the local school board may be elected by the

,people; it may not represent the inter ests of the majority
. ,

of local residents, but rather the local power structure.

This may be more true in areas such as Appalachia, where

political power is based onieconomic control o \chestrated

from outside the area.

3. Reap9nsibility for decisions

sciadtimes abdicated by local

reputations as "professional'

. The Centrality of'Political Factors
o

a'
,

aboutlducationar programs is

residents in favor okilhose with '

eXperts" in'education.

ioke participants asserted that, the most important factors in.

any change effort are political rather than technical.
4
!They argued that

fi

change'efforts inevitably involve cinestl.ons of power but frequehtly do

.not addrese'these'questions:explicitiy/or adroitly.
w e ,

"Conflict" 'Strategies '
4

While,the may -have heed' some agreement- that political factors
. ,

.

,

are at leapt important if not abaolutely'centra , thereyas sharp 'disagree-.

meat on the proper respbnse to this.perceptio . Some participants argued
. .

) 1 N, .

that in many communities, minorities And 'the poor are shut out of decfsdpn-,

-Th -.- ' 0. * .

making, those in power Agaore their needs and preferences with-immunity,
.%, .

. , i
.,

w, #
4 .

and titt the only to effect needed is to orga9i.ze the disen:
. , .

-N, . .

: ! . .

`franchised to wriest-at least some measure of power from those who control'4 $1.....

I .

.

*

. .

the education4isyst'em,
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Other participants expressed'An equally strong belief that

such community organizing or "conflict" strategies can have devastating

consequences in rural ,communities, where people must Chntinue to relate

to each other face-to-face. They claimed that many commugities-had been

torn apart by organizing efforts, and that the accomplishments had not been

worth the price.

One participant despairedof community organizing strategies

because in his View, no matter how skillful the organizer, the power
.

structure is frequently just too strong. Some cbmbination of "top- down"

and "bOttom-up" strategies-=Putting on some pressure frOm the outside

while working with those in power as well--seemed called far in these cases..*

Relationships Within Rural Com,unities-

1. Face-to-faceinterattion is the most common, effective way

in' which ideaS Are conveyed am information shared. People

generally rely on others whom ttley know and trust for tnfor-

motion and.ideas.' o o

2. Stratifjcation--whether ecdtomic, soci or political--is

A salient chatadteilstic of rural`communities. *The form it

takes and the specific factors that divide people differ from

place to place. But the phenomenonis ever present.
4

°

3. Tn many rural communities;'the school serves a variety Of
,

.

functions: ''gathering place, symbol of,community identity,

source of entertainment (sports, music, drama), as well as

provider of formal, education to the young. The relatidnship



between, school and community-is intimate and intricate.

Interventions that distUrb this web of relations--such as

consolidation--Mayhave profound unforeseen consequences.

Improvement.efforts have too frequently.concentrated on the

schools themselves, ignoting complex school - community

relationships.

Con Sequences of Trofessionalization

41ne-participant, a,rural sociologist, pointed to the rise of pro-

festionalism,as a major source of. estrangement between schqols *and the

.

citizens they are intended'to serve. Over the past,few decades; educators

have developed a special language (and what they and others perceive as

special competencieS. This language and these competencies - putative or

realtend to set them apart from and above other citizens. It becomes

increasingly difficult for educators--whq look to the profession for their

norms, values, and ideas--to communicate With other citizens, who do not

share in this culture. The result is estrangement--open conflict or

silent alienation.

With_pro4eSsionalizatiim has gone specialization, which has compounded
se- .

. .

...

,.

the division split' between professionals and lay people by _creating splits\

between different qategoKies rofessionals--tschers from.administrators,

practitioners from researchers, and so forth. The boundaries between

these -iiiiEfirties may also )oe the boundaries o interaction;----

or
;Ow

- 2
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Finally, specialzation among .teachers along subject matter

linen may mean that no ope in-a school really known and relates to the

"whole child" the way a teacher in a one-room school was forced -to.
i, .

These changes have pervaded the otire society, but they have

been felt esp14kcially strongly in rural schools.
. ,

Population Trends

An important trend affectirig rural communitiessis the dramatic

turnabout in population movement. Most rural areas are now actually

gaining rather than,1Qsing people. This trend)has a number of effects

on the education system. Among them are these:

,

4. Newcomers bring new ideas and, new values.' This frequently.

leads to ,conflict between long-time residents with "tradi-

tional" views and newcomers with more "progressive" views:
.

t.

Sometikes this conflict undeigoes an ironic reversal as

'back to the land" types seek to traditionalize and.old-
\

timeraaeelc to modernize.

2. The growing tax base that goes with development may lag

4

behind population influx. -Thus, there are 'demands for new'

services and expansionof existing facilities and services

before there is money to pay the bills.
a.

Distance and Isolation

,One trait that is common to most rural communities is distance

r *

and isolation. Wherurban schools may betonly blOcks apart, rural
.

. 1
.

schools are often miles apart. Thus, the sharing-of ideas among schools,

9
-0
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and between school staffs and citizens, is ,an involved and expensive

I Matter. With this go'liMitations on acceptance of ideas because
I

interpersonal relationships often form the basis for information sharing

and a'ceptivity.

4zzasaw
Local vs. Cosmopolitan Culture

A participant who has studied a major Federally,- supported change

.effort over three or four years said that the project had demonstrated

the extreme difficulty which "outsiders" experience in trying to work

with rural people on.their own terms. 'A. major source offifficUlty is

the sharp difference between local rural cultures and,the cosmopolitan

,qultUres which condition the behavior and views of "Feds" and other

outsiders.

' The people who stand in greatest need of help may be least able

to deal with' cosmopolitans. As a result,,they are frequently ignored

or "ripped off".4 People from a nearby' university or a consulting firT

may.effectively take over a project by presenting an elaborate, well-

articulated, and expensilk plan whicbLseems so convincing and so superior

to the locals' own halting efforts.that the locals lack the confidence to

rejept it. Or the Federal officials in charge may be unable to resist

stepping in to'"fix" a project that seems "too slow" or "unsophisticated"

for their tastes. And once more, local people find themselvciosing

control of their own institutions.

10

I
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On Community Change' -

One participant with communitiorg'anization backkround stated:

_ .

.'You can't buy change". Education inproVement programs 6fthe-past have

, adequately demonstrated that. The provision of additional resources

without an accdmpanying shift in the control_of decisions usually.results_

in more of the same.

In the commdnity organization approach the support of people or
:. ,

.-
organizations' with clout is critical to the success of any change effort.

Multi-issue organizations tend to be more successful at culeivating that

kind of support than are single-issue organizations. Whereas the latter

are constrained in focus, prone to specialization, and limited in support,

multi-issue organizations tend-to move viththe emergent Ind changing__

concerns of locar people and allow for wider participation..

I

I

V
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SUMMARY OF MURAL EDUCATION CONFERENCE #2

..
The second coufereftce on Rural' Education explored the participants'
experiences with a variety of,programpdesigned to improve
education in rural Settings. Ratherthan review the conference
discussion, tejthought.it would be useful to provide a descripn

analysis of varibuSCaPacitYbuilding strategies derived
from the experiences related in, the conference. The strategies
presented here are not perceived to be exclusive of one from
another, in fact many are combined in practice. This format
merely gave us the opportunity to explore different facets of,
capacity building efforts.

4

ti

13 . r
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CapacityBuilding Strategies:

View-of "The Problem":

llaborative Problem Solving

Educational administr tors frequently-set goals, identifrproblems,
and choose solutions'in an systematic manner and without significant
participation from *the people who are directly affected--teachers, parents,
and ,sttdents alike. As a result, policies often conflict with Community
sentimenothe wrong "problems" receive attention, and inappropriate or
ineffectivesolutions" are chosen. All important groups that have a stake
in'education should have a saykin decision making. And the '"Stakeholders"
should learn to use systematic processes to identify and address problems.
Both increased participation and increased "ra*iotalitrt are needed.

Assumptions:,

. Educational problems are partly political problems. ing
-.Fthe disenfranchised along with the ,already powerful will increase' attention.
to the problems, interests, and values of poorlyserved groups.

. Educational problems are partly technical or intellectual.
Deliberate, systematic processes for identifying and addressing problems
increase the likblihood that improvement efforts will be.effective.

. Administrators and school boards are willinvto share their
Power with teachers and parents.'

Ptofeisional educators and parents can learn to work together
as equals.

. Diverse constituencies, sometimes with conflicting agendas, can
find ways to collaborate or at least to compromise.

. Effective procedures for goal-setting, problem identification, etc.,
do exist and can be taught to groups Of educators and citizens.

Strategy: .

.

"I
Train people in group process and problem solving skillsand make them

available to help rurar communities organize and operate citizen-educator
problem solving groups.

'Advantages, Interesting Features:

. Consistent with both tiresponsivenes's" and "rationality" diagnoses'
of the problem.

. Con'sis'tent with basic democratic values.

1p5
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. Draws 'on broader range of community resources than is normally
the case.

1

. May increase public support 'for education. ,

) .

Questions, Potential'Problems, Disadvantages:
.-

.

. *Are administrators and school boards genprally
power with teachers and citizens?

Can professignal educators and parents ifi most
to Work together effectively?'

Willing,tO share

Communities learn

Can diverse constituencies collaborate?

. Training group, process "facilitators" and making them available
o rural communities can be an expensive business. Will state, regional,
and local education agencies pick up'the tab?
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'Capacity, Building Strategies: Community Organization

-View of £'The Problem":

The people who control, the education system have a vested interest
in protecting the status quo. They have little interest in improving ser-
vices'fbr the poOr,-minorities, and otherwise disenfranchised people; or
they are actively prejudiced against these groups. The real problems in
effecting educational improvement are political rather than technical.
Until the disenfranchised gain power, little meaningful change will occur.

1

Assumptions:

Certain categories of people are ilLrseryed by the existing educational___
system bUt lack the political power to compel the system to attend seriously
to their needs.

If these people were to gain and exercise power, the educational system
_could respond reasonably effectively to their demands.

People with certain community organiling skillscan help the disen-
franchised get together to exert pressure'ori"the system". Community organi-,
zers can also impart the skills which the disenfranchised need to be effective.

ti

Strategy:

Employ a community organizer to build political strength and skill
anong'the disenfranchised.

Advantages, Interesting Features:

Takes account of political forces that are frequently ignored In
change efforts. '

,

Questions, Potential Problems, Disadvantages:

May heighten conflict,

goals. 4. .r,

Under what conditions,
Federal agency to support?
feasible for NIB?

I-

"tear communities apart" without accomplishing

if any, is this a legitimate activity for a
Under present conditions, is It politically

_7

r
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Capacity Building Strategies: Regionp0,1 Information Exchange and Referral

Service.

View of "The Problem":
-2.

People in rux11school.systemS lack easy access to research results,
the products of development efforts, information on "promising practices ",'
and good ways to solve commonioproblems.

Assumptions:
.

..

. Lack of information s a key obstacle to successful improvement
efforts. I'

e

. . People have the will and capacity to use such information 4f only

. .

. ,

it were available.

. Such information exists, but it is frequently not_ in a really__usable__.__
orm. Nor do people an rural systems have easy access to it. .

eople in some communities have developed "solutio " 'to problems`

--Which confront other communities. The latter could profit rom the
experiences ofthe former. .5

r

Strategy: 10fr

Establish a regional (subSState) information exchange that collects'
relevant information, transforms it into usable form, and helps match infor7
oration tq problems. Exchange also refers people to others with relevant
experiences. .

Advantages, Interesting Features:

Appeqrs both technically and politically feasible.

Questions, Potellial Problems, Disadvantages:

. Doesitotentially useful information exist in rural education?

Is there a demand for such information?

Could people use it effectively?

. Is information key toeducational improvement efforts?

, .

F-t11,c 4

o;
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Capacity Building Strategies: Inter-Agency Coordination

View o, "The Problem":
a

InC301 rural communities, each government agency operates in
isolati& from the others; providing more or leis good service in'its own
area of concern, but without a sense of the total community's needs and its
relationships to the variety of agencies and programs that exist to address
these needs. Rural communities, even more than suburban and urban areas, are
!'of a piece';. Everything is interconnected. Yet the structure of government
agencies and services does not reflect this. Dealing with education in
isolation from'other dimensions of community life is futile at best and
destructive at worst.

Assumptions:

' Agencies can be persuaded to give up a "turf"-centered approach
in fax of a community-centered approach.

K. I agencies orchestrate their' efforts within a general plan for
community development, they can `move effectively on the community's problems.
Far more effectively than if they continued to work.in isolation from each
other.

Strategy:

Organize interagency councils and provide ,oney and technical assis-
tance for them.

Advantages, Interesting Features:

. Siudents'of rural life an
all dimentions of life in rural c
tegy takes some:account of-that.

rural educatorsseem to agree that
ities bear on all others. This stra-11111

Questions, Potential Problems, Disadvantages:r
. Can-agencies really move more effectively on community problems

if%they orchestrate their efforts, or will more resources betexpended in an
effortto promote coordination than are justified by the results?

. CA-they be persuaded to do sp?

.. Are formal councils or committees the best mechanisms to increase
coordination?

1 9,

A.

)
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Capacity Building Strategies: Associations of "Users"

View of "The Problem. ":

Researchers work on problems ofheoretical interest to theioselves,
frame their. mork in ways that make sense to them, and report it in forms
and forms appropriate to them. But from an educational practitioner's
point of view, they choose the mrong.pioblems, frame them in the wrong'way,'
ami,report the results in inappropriate language and inaccesible rep9rts
and journals. The work of researchers and developers must be re-oriented to
the needs of practitioners.`

JAssumptions:
10

.

. People with the talent and knowledge to pet.form useful research .

exist; and couldbe enticed or persuaded to orient their work along more
_...

practical lines.

ctitioners-could identify problems on whiph research could use-
fully be- rformed. Lack'of such research, s a major obstacle to educa7
tional imp vement in rural areas.

People are likely to feel "ownership!' of research which they have
,commissioned themselves, and are therefore more 1' ely to use the results.

Strategy:
4

Organize'ass9ciatians of practitioners atd citizens who can identify
problems, tommission research on them, and use the-results. Provide some
money to support the research.

I
Advantages, Interesting Features:

. Idea that increased ownership would increase utilization has a.

certain appeal.
....

. Resembles what Donald Schon has,called an "inductive policy systems'
for RP, That is, needs and probms are identified at the grassroots level;
and go ernment responds to these. i-,4

<iestions, Potential Probleps, Disadvantages:

Is tiiii--15ak a research and development work related to practitioners'.`
real the -maljOr, or at-least a major obst'acle to improvement?

. Do people with the talent and knowledge to perform useful
research now exist? If so, cold they be re-oriented toward the problems of's'
practitioners?

20
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Capacity.Building Strategies:. "Neiwprking"

View'o0 '!The Problem":

n educators are confronted with a problem or a decision, they
'generally prefer to rely on others whom they know and trust as sources Af
information and advice. Yet, a given person's "network" of contacts ii°
likely to be limited in a variety of ways. It may be narrow And parochial,
serving mainly to reinforce'outmoded or ineffective ways of doing things.
It may "contairrtoo little knowledge or information:. It.may bolster th4
poweeofa few people at the expense of the many. WaYof strengthening
and extending "natural" or "informal"- networks without d'stroying them must
be found.

Assumptions: -

. Natural, informal Social networks are powe
the behavior of eduiators.

1 influences on

. Education is more properly viewed social craft than as its
engineered technology. It is better deveed by providing opportunities for
exchange among the craftimen and women than by developing newuci:dmponents"
for, installation.

. Many formal "networks" or dissemination systems fail to take account
of either of. the above two assumptions. Elaborate, engineered systems are
unlikely to be helpful. They are Consistent with nei er the preferred.com-
munication style pf most educators (informal, face-to e) nor the nature
of the education process (craft-like).

. . It is possitle to augment the naturai flows of communication wItth-
-

out polluting them or drying them up.

Networks can provide the stimulation and support 'as well as the
resources (ideas, experiences, "solutiOns" for adaptation) necessary 4§Vini-
tiate and sustain imprdvementefforts.

Strategy: .

Map the informal networks and their relationship to the forma..
education system in a few communities. Lodb:for fragmentary informal networks
that haVevitaliiy,and promise. Prollide resources and help to increase ex-
change within and among these nets. Help them find sympathetic-People in
resource agencies (Community colleges, RESA's, etc.)', in the formal system,
and the community power'structure. Facilitate communication with these people.

0

2 1 *
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Advantaes, Interesting Features:
ff

r

/Notion that informal networks are very influential rings true
to'the experience of,many people concerned with,-rural education.

,

Questions, Potential Problems, Disadvantages:

4
. Can deliberate '!networking" strengthen and extend informal net-

work? Or will efforts to do so kill them? , 4

.

Is interventiowto -qrength ri.neis a potentially powerful strategy,
or relatively weak?

.

,

It
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m

O
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o
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Capacity Building Strategies: Leadership Developmerit

View of "The Problem ":. .

People running the education system are too preoccupied with
operational matters to mount improvement efforts witholt extra prodding
and resources. Or, their interests lie in protecting the,,status quo. Or,
they lack specikc leadership characterrstics and skills. Or some combina-
tion of these conditions obtains.

Assumptions:

AdiCtiCited,:_energetic,_ intelligent _person, Kith_ a. certain natural
flair for leadership can identify important problems, mobilize others to
address.the probleins, find and draw on resources, and sustain problem-
solving efforts through inevitable 'obstacles and setbacks.

. Potential leaders of this sox.; exist in most communities or
other settings. They do less than they might because they lack confidence,
knowledge, skills, "contacts" or some combination of these factors.

. , It is possible to identify these people and to develop their
latent leadership abilities, building on their strengths and providing
individualized training or experience in areas of weakness.

.

Strate :

Identify people who are rooted in local communities, who posses
leadership potential, and who want to develop that.potential. Provide
training, experiences; and some form of continuing "support system", for them.

A 1

Advantages,. Interesting Features:

Appears to provide way of focusing effort, source of energy for

.").
effort, needed competencies - -all at relatively low cost.

4.

.1A
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questions, Potential. Problehis, Disadvantages:

. Should potential leaders be selected only.ftom outside "the
system", or only from within the system, or without prejudice in this
regard?

. May select and develop people who are, or are perceived to
be, "o a tear" -- pursuing a personal agenda not reflective of community
values or in the broader community's interests.

. Is this a legitimate activity for a Federal agency to support?
Is it politically feasible?
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Summary of Rural Education Conference #3
SchOol Capacity for Problem Solving Group

National-Institute of Education

The third SCPS conference on rural education, held on February 8, 1977,

provided an opportunity to consult with several education practitioners

and decision makers about their experiences and observations of various

approaches to building problem solving capacity in rural schools and

systpms. The range of perspectives rep-resented in the conference included

those of a -forMer chief state school officer, an SEA staff member with
1

extensive experience in rural schools, the preiaent of'a state college,

4
a districtbsuperintendentg a state legislator, the director of a regional

cooperative services agency, and the director ofaprivote research and

development organization.

Because the conferepce was designed to contribute to our planning for

a research initiative in rural education, the framework for the day's

discussion wart a summary of various improveMent strategies which we

had distilled from the two previous conferences. Rather than dis
%

cussing each of the strategies specifically, the participants were more

inclined to use them as a springboard for their own observations and

ideas. The following.is a summary of the discussion.

States' Role

Several of the participants had beefi most recently involved in educaticin

at the state level and their comments reflected a general concern about

t Ole of the state (SEA) in any local capacity building effort. On

FederalStatelocal partnerships in building local capacities for

problem solving the following views were expressed:

25
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1 .

Some SEA's are w;hk and do not-have 'the capacity themselves to

lend support to locaIeffortdr7F-building crgahizitional tapacity,

thus local efforts are sometimes thyartecr: /

States have. the constitutional responsibility for education.

Any attemptaby a Federal agency tO-enter"into a partner6hiP with

a local education agency. which bypasses the SEA represents an

unwarranted, counterproductive intrusion op the state's pre-

rogatives and responsibilities.

V
. 'State legislatures plar an important role in edu catiOnal improve-

.

me6 Their a &tions range from establishing tax structures for

financing education to setting mimiti171-tandaras for school operations..

This latitude permit's legislaturesip impact on the nature as well

as the delivery of local educational service's.

The SEA can establish a climate for promoting local problem sql-

ving by shifting its focus from'

of 4rvite and support to them.

regulation.of

Montana was

.A's to provision

-

cited;sas an example ,.

where, under the leadership of Dolores Colburg, the A.,
.

SEA %1s
. 1 r,,

transformed from a primarily regulatory to a primarily facilitative

agency: Title V funds were used to develop SEA-staff Capability

to fupction as Consultants in local education agencies'."School-

Community Process" partnerships.

,:Tv

SEA consultants worked.With local schools by invitation,;the
A

program being com pletely voluntary with no additional dollar

allAations. The long term SEA,6onversion process not only
e
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instituted a new operational style, but involved the,inter-

nalization of new goals--"thinking community involvement"--

before the refocu4ng effort could be successful. SEA staff

also embraced the attitude that if any change was to take place

it had to be conceived and born at the school site rather than

at the district, region, or state levels. 'Y

1

Climate for Local Improvement Efforts

There was general agreement with the following assertions regarding the

climate for change:
Jiar

. "Iladiness" and timing are critical for,any improvement effort.

A community must be "in the mood" before significant changes can

take place.

. National media have a strong influence on the local perception

of educational issues. oblems identified at the local level

often tend to mirror gP eralized "national" attitudes rather

.e
than problems that are specific to the local situation.

. Citizens need better access to more understandable information

about what is taking place in schools, ad what needs to take

place as viewed through -educatitn research and development.

. Compared to State /or Federal levels the individual school with

Its stakeholders is the level at which one must focus if capacity

ing efforts are to succeed.

. Rural schools and communities may nbt require uniquely rural
I

improveient strategies, but the specific form which strategies

must take will differ sharply, frod urban to rural settings,

2



t
and almost as sharply from one rural community to another.

Because rural settings are so varied, it may be even More

difficult to generalize across rural settings than across

urban ones.

Critical Elements of a Capacity Building Strategy

iK Although capacity ding strategies may take several different forms,,

* ,

the participants ified three critical elements, that should be part

Vili

0.

of any strate unity involvement, leadership development, and

networking.

Views,on Community Involvement:

. Participants differed over ways of mobilizing citizens to make

deliberate decisions. Should local concerns be identified

through community involvement or should community involvement be

stimulated particular problems? The former was more closely

associated with comprehensive capacity building while the latter

was viewed as being easier to achieve. The question was viewed

as a central issue in capacity building efforts.

Wide community involvement in needs assessment and planning.

frequently results in unrealistic expectations as to what can
1;vi

be accomplished, and leads to disenchantment among community

participants. Broad community involvement also ignores individual

skills and interests which could otherwise be useful.

There was general agreement that community involvement should

be implemented by involving people with inte estsand skills in

specific areas rather than a more generalized approach.



..

. The traditional differentiation of roles creates-problems with

.4.

the community involvement process. A common notion is"that parents

should decide goals and professionals thbuld make decisions about

implementation and follow through. Capacity building efforts 'need

to minimize that differentiation.

t

The point where community involvement usually stops short is

in the daily, continuous operation of schools. .

Views on Leadership Development

Local leadership is critical in sustaining community interest

in educational improvement.

. A problem of capacity building in rural settings is thetransience

of'professionals. "Outsiders" (those recruited be-cause of their /

leadership skills) are sometimes effective over a short range, C;

but the difficulty is that they tend to move on, leaving no

sustained capacity behind.

. Second level leaders (e.g., the assistants to a superinterident,

a CSO, or a principal) should be viewed as importantlocal

leadership roles.

important factor-is whether education professionals as leaders

e comfortable in,sharing their decision making powers with com--

-munity residents-.

Views on Networking:

Although networking was cited as an important, useful element in

Capacity building it tendedto be defined within the parameters of

resource and information sharing rather than as a way of promoting

informal sharing and support of new ideas and individual, skills.
.
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Participants - Conference #3

Dr. George Bandy
Western Montana College
Dillon, Montana 59725
(406) 683-7251

Dr. Dolores Colbutg
Birch Point Road
Machiasport, ME 04655
(207) 255-§554

Dr. Rowan Stutz
State Board of Education
250 East 500 South
Salt Lake City, UT 84111
(801) 533-5431

C

Dr. Walt Turner
Northern Colorado Education Board

of Cooperative Services
830 S. Lincoln St.
Longmont, CO 80591
(303) 772-4420

Dr. John Hawes
.Learning Institute.

of North Carolina
1006 Lamond Ave.
Durham, NC 27701
(915) 688-8211

a

Mr. Dealous Cox

South Umpqua School District
1. Box 649

Myrtle Creek, OR 97457
(503) 863-3115

State Senator Bennett Katz
27 WestwoV4Road

/ Augusta, ME 04330
(207) 622-6554


